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Appetizer: Frame Data-Normals and V-System

Normal Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block VTC 1     
On Hit

VTC 2      
On Hit

VTC 1        
On Block

VTC 2   
On Block Damage Stun Gray           

Damage Meter Gain Cancel

s.LP 5 2 10 4 3 -3 -24 -4 -25 40 90 0 20 sp, vt, ca
s.MP 7 2 16 4 1 3 -18 0 -21 60 120 10 30 sp, vt, ca
s.HP 14 2 22 4 -6 5 -16 -5 -26 90 150 15 50 vt
s.LK 4 3 6 6 3 -4 -25 -7 -28 30 90 0 20 sp, vt, ca
s.MK 9 3 16 2 -2 2 -19 -2 -23 60 120 10 30 vt
s.HK 12 3 20 7 0 11 -10 4 -17 100 150 17 50 vt
c.LP 5 3 10 4 2 -2 -23 -4 -25 40 90 0 20 vt
c.MP 6 6 15 0 -5 1 -20 -4 -25 70 120 12 30 sp, vt, ca
c.HP 11 4 26 ~ -9 ~ ~ 2 -19 80 150 13 50 sp, vt, ca

c.LK 5 2 11 4 2 -2 -23 -4 -25 30 90 0 20 vt

c.MK 10 2 18 -1 -4 0 -21 -3 -24 60 120 10 30 vt
c.HK 12 3 25 ~ -11 ~ ~ -2 -23 100 15 1 50 vt
j.LP 4 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 50 90 0 20 ~
j.MP 7 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 70 120 12 30 ~
j.HP 7 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 100 150 17 50 ~
j.LK 5 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 50 90 0 20 ~
j.MK 7 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 70 120 12 30 ~
j.HK 9 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 100 150 17 50 ~

Bull Charge (f.HP) 25 4 18 3 -8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 80 150 13 50 ~
Bull Slider (df.HP) 19 5 22 -1 -8 ~ ~ ~ ~ 90 150 15 50 ~
Bull Drop (f.HK) 7 3(12)4 18 2 -6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 40*80 50*100 20 50 ~

Bad Hammer (c.HP,HP) 11+7 5 31 ~ -12 ~ ~ ~ ~ 80*81 150*135 ~ 50 ~
Bad Skull (LP+LK) 5 2 18 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 120 200 ~ 100 ~

Bad Chain (b.LP+LK) 5 2 18 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0*70 100*100 ~ 100 ~

V-System Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block Gray Damage Damage Stun Chip Damage Notes
Pepper Pot (f+PPP) 16 2 19 ~ -2 60 0 0 0 Strike and Projectile Invuln frames 1-30

Break Time (MP+MK) 40 0 12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Builds 50 V-Meter on frame 40, including  in VT1

Banana Time (b.MP+MK) 50 ~ 9 29 2 ~ 10 0 2 Builds 50 V-Meter on frame 35, exists for 200 frames

Drink Time (d.MP+MK) 50 ~ 11 28 10 ~ 10 0 2 Builds 50 V-Meter on frame 40

Enjoy Time (HP+HK) 12 16 3 ~ ~ ~ 84 100 ~ Birdie gains properties as listed in the V-Trigger Section

Birdie Time (HP+HK) 1+4 20 15 ~ ~ ~ 100 100 ~ Birdie gain properties as listed in the V-Trigger Section

Bull Swing (HP+HK) 21 10 15 ~ -2 ~ 80 120 13*8 Builds 40 EX meter on hit. 

Bull Capture (d.HP+HK) 19 10 18 ~ -2 ~ 100 150 13*13 Builds 40 EX meter on hit.  Interacts with V-Skill objects
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Appetizer: Frame Data-Specials

Special Move Input Startup Active Recovery On Block Cancel Damage Stun Chip Damage Meter Gain  
(Hit/Whiff)

Airborne 
Frames Notes

LP Bullhead qcf+LP 14 3 29 -10 ca, vt 100 200 25 20/40 ~
MP Bullhead qcf+MP 18 3 30 -10 ca, vt 110 200 28 20/40 ~
HP Bullhead qcf+HP 27 3 24 -5 ca, vt 140 200 30 20/40 ~
EX Bullhead qcf+PP 14 8 23 -5 vt 150 250 38 -300 ~

VT1 LP Bullhead qcf+LP 10 6 29 -9 ca 120 200 30 20/60 ~ Armor on frame 3-6, uses 750f of VT1

VT1 MP Bullhead qcf+MP 15 8 29 -9 ca 132 200 34 20/60 ~ Armor on frame 3-10, uses 750f of VT1

VT1 HP Bullhead qcf+HP 22 10 23 -9 ca 168 200 36 20/60 ~ Armor on frame 3-12, uses 750f of VT1

VT1 EX Bullhead qcf+PP 8 17 23 -9 ~ 180 250 45 -300 ~ Armor on frame 1-17, uses 750f of VT1

Bullhorn 1 Button Charge 15 6 29 -18 ca, vt 120 200 30 20/60 17-34 Projectile invuln frame 3-20, hurtbox retracts frame 3

EX Bullhorn 2 Button Charge 15 13 32 -21 vt 150 250 38 -300 ~ Armor on frame 1-20

VT1 Bullhorn 1 Button Charge 15 12 31 -12 ca 144 200 36 20/60 18-42 Armor on frames 1-11, Projectile invuln frames 3-21

VT1 EX Bullhorn 2 Button Charge 15 10 31 -17 ~ 180 250 45 -300 ~ Two hits of Armor on frames 1-39

LK Hanging Chain qcf+LK 25 16 24 -23 ~ 120 200 ~ 20/50 ~
MK Hanging Chain qcf+MK 25 16 24 -23 ~ 150 200 ~ 20/50 ~
HK Hanging Chain qcf+HK 25 10 31 ~ ~ 160 200 ~ 20/50 ~ Cannot hit grounded opponents

EX Hanging Chain qcf+KK 15 17 21 -21 ~ 170 220 ~ -300 ~
Chain Cancel Hold K, Press P 0 0 17 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

LK Bull Revenger hcb+LK 35 2 28 ~ ~ 170 230 ~ 20/50 7-30
MK Bull Revenger hcb+MK 40 2 28 ~ ~ 180 230 ~ 20/50 9-35
HK Bull Revenger hcb+HK 43 2 28 ~ ~ 190 230 ~ 20/50 12-38
EX Bull Revenger hcb+KK 23 11 47 ~ ~ 180 230 ~ -300 5-36
LP Killing Head hcb+LP 5 2 52 ~ ~ 180 200 ~ 20/100 ~
MP Killing Head hcb+MP 5 2 52 ~ ~ 190 220 ~ 20/100 ~
HP Killing Head hcb+HP 5 2 52 ~ ~ 200 240 ~ 20/100 ~
EX Killing Head hcb+PP 5 2 52 ~ ~ 220 270 ~ 20/100 ~

Skip to My Chain qcfx2+P 1+5 5 60 -30 ~ 340 0 85 -900 ~ Fully invincible frames 1-10

V-Trigger Cancels VTC 1 On Block VTC 2 On Block
LP Bullhead 2 -19
MP Bullhead 3 -18
HP Bullhead 2 -19

EX Bullhead (1) 13 -8
EX Bullhead (2) 6 -18

Bullhorn -2 -23
EX Bullhorn -7 -26

Chef Birdie recommends 
not cancelling into  Birdie 

Time on block. You can 
probably see why...
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This guide will be using a color-coded keyword system to try to make things a 
little easier to visualize. The colors are assigned like this:

Special Moves:

Normal Moves:

V-System:

Example:
s.LK

LP Bullhead

Pepper Pot

Frame Disadvantage

Frame Advantage

Startup/Recovery

Example:
+3

-10

16f Startup

There’s a little bit of color overlap, but everything should 
make sense as you keep reading!



What’s on Birdie’s Menu?

Birdie, eh?  I wonder why you picked him? Maybe you like his swagger, or 
you saw MenaRD crush the competition at Capcom Cup 2017. Either way, good 
choice. But before we delve into the nitty-gritty of Birdie’s mechanics, let’s be sure 
he’s really the character you really want to play. 

Pros Cons
• High Damage Potential - In ideal 

circumstances, such as Crush Count-
er punishes, Birdie is able to dish out 
incredible damage.

• Far Reaching Normals - Birdie has a 
number of long ranged normals that 
let him threaten from spaces that 
other characters can’t contest easily.

• Good Whiff Punishes - Birdie’s nor-
mals offer reliable whiff punish tools 
that can lead to high damage con-
versions with resources.

• Armored Defensive Options - Bird-
ie’s armor options are the most plen-
tiful in the SFV cast. He can get frame 
1 armor without VT, has frame 1 ar-
mor in several places after using VT1, 
and can get 2 hits of armor in VT1.

• Powerful V-Triggers - Birdie’s VT1 
lets him safely cancel several special 
moves on block, and both VT1 and 
VT2 can lead to high damage com-
bos, and give him a long-lasting and 
significant boost to his damage and 
neutral game.

• Comeback Factor - With resources 
and a few reads Birdie has incredible 
comeback potential, and can snatch 
victory from the jaws of defeat.

• Weak Movement - Birdie’s a big 
guy, and it shows when he moves. 
His normal walk, dash, and jump 
speeds are all amongst the worst 
in the cast. 

• Slow Attacks - Birdie’s buttons 
and specials hit hard and reach 
far, but this comes at the cost of 
being very slow. He lacks a 3f 
normal, and that sucks.

• Limited Hit Confirms - Outside 
of lights, Birdie has very few con-
firmable normals. Be prepared to 
confirm off of a single hit into a 
special move.

• Situational Oki - Birdie’s pressure 
after knockdowns is limited, espe-
cially midscreen. 

• Weak to Zoning - You see that 
guy with the sonic booms? You 
hate that guy.

• High Risk - Birdie has a lot of of-
fensive and defensive options, but 
almost all of them are very risky. 
His defensive tools all have no-
ticeable weaknesses and his most 
powerful mixups, especially com-
mand grabs, are high risk.



Still here? Fantastic. Now let’s go over the 4 C’s you need to focus on when play-
ing him, then we’ll get to his mechanics. 

Control Space: The foundation of Birdie’s strength comes from his ability to 
play a strong midrange game. If you aren’t willing to play footsies and stay on the 
ground, you aren’t going to get very far as Birdie. You need to use a combination 
of your long range normals, V-skill, and special moves to establish a threat-
ening presence on screen. Because you can’t establish offense as easily as other 
characters, be prepared to whiff punish bad buttons, AA bad jumps, and poke 
with long ranged normals to put yourself in favorable situations.

Condition the Opponent: In order to utilize your high-risk, high-reward 
options effectively, you have to carefully read and manipulate your opponents 
patterns and reactions. Do they jump to avoid your command grabs? How do 
they react after being anti-aired? What do they frametrap with? All of this infor-
mation is vital, because once you have it you can influence their decision-making 
in the future. If they try to zone you with fireballs, make them scared of Bullhorn. 
Keep mashing DP after AAs? Break their spirit with huge CC punishes. Once they 
are scared to do it again, you can sneak in a throw.  Since you get very few guar-
anteed mixups, you need to condition your opponent to get access to damage 
and advantageous situations.

Corner Them: Birdie thrives with the opponent in the corner. His normal-
ly weak oki options suddenly become more threatening, and his offensive tools 
become more psychologically effective. Use the corner to keep the opponent 
in check, and limit their movement, eliminating another of Birdie’s weaknesses.   
Cornering the enemy can quickly turn the tides in your favor, so take advantage 
of it.

Charge Bullhorn: The importance of Bullhorn cannot be overstated. It is al-
most always your best meterless combo ender, can act as a projectile punish and 
is the best anti-air for some jump-ins. It’s important. Giving up a button in neutral 
is troublesome, so you will need to master switching Bullhorn buttons in block-
stun, choosing which neutral tools to give up, and charging Bullhorn mid-combo.

It Ain’t Too Late to Run Off to Mum Now

Everybody asks Chef Birdie what button to hold for Bullhorn, but 
I don’t have an answer for you. Lots of strong players use LK, MK, 
or HP. Use your best judgement and do what works best for you.



Now that we have that junk out of the way, let’s see how Birdie’s basic stats 
look. Its important to know how he compares to other characters’ walkspeeds, 
dashes, and general character traits. Rankings are out of all characters released up 
to Kage (36 characters including both Zeku forms).

Statistic Value Rank Best Ranked
Health Points 1025 3 Abigail (1075)

Stun Threshold 1000 2 Alex, Zangief (1050)
Forward Walk Speed 3.1 32 Vega (5.5)

Back Walk Speed 2.4 33 Sakura (5.7)
Forward Dash Frames 23f 34 Chun-Li, Ken, Rashid (15f)

Back Dash Frames 26f 36 Various (21f)
Forward Jump Frames 49f 33 Various (45f)
Neutral Jump Frames 50f 33 Various (46f)

Back Jump Frames 50f 33 Various (46f)
Throw Range 0.9 1 Alex, Abigail, Birdie, Bison, Zangief (.9)

It’s pretty easy to see that ol’ Birdie has some movement issues. He ranks 
amongst the worst in the cast in almost every movement category, and has the 
slowest of all backdashes. On the other hand, he has a long throw range and 
higher than average health, reinforcing his role as a sometimes-grappler. An-
other potential strength to cover some of these weaknesses is his V-Trigger 1, 
which increases the distance of his forward and back dash, and enhances his walk 
speed.

What’s on Birdie’s Menu

This cookbook is designed to give you the tools needed to succeed with Birdie at 
a basic level, while also providing info that will remain relevant as you improve. 
That said, the information provided here is mostly about Birdie himself, there 
won’t be a lot of attention given to other characters and how they interact with 
Birdie. So if you want matchup advice or more advanced tactics, either jump into 
the Delicious Birdie discord and ask the experts there, or experiment on your 
own. Good luck!

Now let’s get cookin’!



Pick your Entree: V-Trigger 1 or 2

Our List of Ingredients: The Glossary

With the advent of Season 4, both of Birdie’s triggers are viable options. Due to 
its ease of use and powerful benefits, VT1 is very common and remains useful in every 
matchup. The walkspeed, damage increase, and reliable activation make it a tempting 
choice against every character. But at 2 Bars V-Trigger 2 is now a powerful tool in its 
own right. It gives many more opportunities to V-Reversal without abandoning activat-
ing V-Trigger that round, has a strong AA attack in its activation, and provides up to 3 
chances for massive damage conversions with limited resource expenditure.

Frame: A frame is 1/60th of a second, and is the basic building block represent-
ing time for all moves in fighting games. Usually abbreviated as “f,” e.g. 12f.
Hitbox: The area where an attack can affect an opponent. Shown as a red box.
Hurtbox: The vulnerable area that can be hit by an opponent. Shown as a green 
box.
Normal: An attack that requires only one input, like s.LK or f.HP. 
AA: Anti-air, an attack designed to hit opponents jumping at you.
Special: An attack that requires multiple inputs, such as Bullhead.
Oki: Short for the Japanese word Okizeme, oki refers to pressure after a knock-
down.
Counterhit: (CH) A special state when you are hit during the startup of an attack 
or backdash, giving the opponent extra damage and frame advantage.
Crush Counter: (CC) A state where certain attacks get even more advantage as a 
counterhit. 
VT(x): V-Trigger (1 or 2)
Startup: The frames before an attack can affect the opponent. 
Active: The frames during an attack where it can affect the opponent.
Recovery: The frames after an action has taken place that don’t allow other in-
puts. 
s.(X), c.(X), f.(X): standing(button); crouching(button); forward(button), etc.

The questions one should ask before selecting a V-Trigger in a matchup are:
• How easy is it for me to activate this against this character?
• Can the opponent prevent me from getting any benefit from my V-Trigger?
• How useful will V-Reversals be in this matchup?
If you find your choice doesn’t answer these questions to your liking, it may be time to 
try out the other option. And if neither seems to work, well, you should probably default 
to VT1 for the more reliable activation.



First Course: Normals

Standing Punches

s.LP is a versatile button for Birdie. It’s one of his two light but-
tons that can cancel into special moves (the other being s.LK, 
which it also combos from and into), which combined with it’s 
long range can make it a potential whiff punish tool. It is his 
most useful 5f punish, and it’s a potent tick throw option. 
When used meaty it can give Birdie a 3-hit confirm on counter-
hit,  and can be used as a tick throw or pressure tool on block. 
Occasionally used as an AA to very specific threats.

s.MP is your friend. It has very long range for its speed (7f), is 
+1 on block, and is a powerful whiff punish tool that is chal-
lenging to whiff punish in returrn. You can link into s.MP after 
s.HK for max damage punishes, and after a meaty or coun-
terhit s.LK for high damage confirms. You can also link out of 
s.MP into s.LK at close ranges for a more lenient confirm. 
Cancels into LP, MP, and EX Bullhead, EX Hanging Chain, and 
Bullhorn from almost all ranges in neutral. 

s.LP

s.MP

s.HP

s.HP is Birdie’s “fireball.”  You can use this as a long range 
poke in the same way Ryu might use a fireball at close ranges. 
It’s also useful during oki situations where you don’t have the 
frames to do anything more significant. 
s.HP is very punishable on block, and is vulnerable to jump-ins. 
As a result, be careful when tossing it out there in neutral. Its 
worth noting that s.HP is very strong against Zangief in partic-
ular.
With the introduction of VT2 s.HP gains previously
impossible combo capabilities by converting raw s.HP into full 
Bull Swing combos, making it a high reward footsies tool.

Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block VTC 1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun
s.LP 5 2 10 4 3 -4 -25 40 90
s.MP 7 2 16 4 1 0 -21 60 120
s.HP 14 2 22 4 -6 -5 -26 90 150

*All hitboxes are based on old images that may have been altered 
slightly between seasons, please use sfvsim.com for the most up-
to-date hitbox information.



Standing Kicks

s.LK

s.MK

s.HK

s.LK is one of the cornerstones of Birdie’s gameplan. At 4f 
startup, its the fastest move at his disposal. Use it for fast pun-
ishes, tick throws, and challenging the opponent’s offense.
Beyond its speed, the +3 advantage on block makes it a prime 
candidate for tick throws, and its 3 active frames make it a 
potent meaty. If done on the second active frame or later it can 
link into s.MP without a counterhit for beefy damage.
s.LK cancels into LP and EX Bullhead, links out of c.LP, can link 
into and out of s.LP, and into s.MP on counterhit, making it 
important for hitconfirms.

s.MK is primarily used as a poke. It reaches quite far, making it 
an ok neutral tool despite its slow speed for a medium button. 
Its possible to link out of this into s.LK on point-blank coun-
terhit, and it can cancel into Bull Capture when in VT2, but 
otherwise almost never sees use in combos. s.MK sees some 
occasional use as a meaty in the corner, but is otherwise rarely 
used in pressure.

Despite its slow startup, s.HK sees a lot of use in neutral due to 
its long range and high damage potential. At +0 on block its 
fairly safe to poke with, but try to avoid letting it whiff. 
s.HK is Birdie’s primary CC button, making it incredibly potent 
as a punish for any attacks that have counterhit recovery. It’s 
CC potential and number of active frames also make it a pow-
erful meaty in several setups, giving it frame advantage on 
block and a high damage payout on regular or counterhit.
s.HK can link into s.MP from a fairly large distance away, and 
can cancel into Bull Swing while in VT2 which gives it surpris-
ing combo-ability for its range.

Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block VTC 1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun
s.LK 4 3 6 6 3 -7 -28 30 90
s.MK 9 3 16 2 -2 -2 -23 60 120
s.HK 12 3 20 7 0 4 -17 100 150



First Course: Normals
Crouching Punches

c.LP

c.MP

c.HP

c.LP is a pest. Its a fast (5f), long range button that can harass 
the opponent from ranges that they may not be able to con-
test easily. Its speed and reach make it an excellent choice to 
check people trying to dash in, and its fast enough to use with-
out worrying too much about errant jump-ins. You will proba-
bly find yourself pressing this button a lot. 
c.LP can link into s.LK if close enough, and s.LP on counterhit, 
making it a valuable hitconfirm and option select tool.

c.MP is Birdie’s primary AA normal. At 6f it is very fast for an 
AA button, and it has a strong vertical hitbox that can work 
against most (but not all) air approaches. 
You can link into c.MP from s.LK at point-blank range, and 
c.MP is special cancellable. It’s primarily cancelled into Bull-
horn, MP Bullhead and EX Bullhead. When possible, cancel 
into Bullhorn for optimal midscreen oki.
Its blockstun can make it hard to punish properly, but it is -5 on 
block, so be careful when throwing this out against a grounded 
opponent.

c.HP is a slow but powerful button. Despite its speed (11f), its 
large hitbox and long reach make it useful as an AA, a punish 
for certain blocked normals, and a whiff punishment tool.
In both scenarios c.HP can cancel into special moves (primarily 
HK Chain, MP, HP, and EX Bullhead) and target combos into 
s.HP. Because of its juggle points, these combos can connect 
against airborne opponents for high damage AA juggles, mak-
ing it a high risk, high reward option.

Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block VTC 1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun
c.LP 5 3 10 4 2 -4 -25 40 90
c.MP 6 6 15 0 -5 -4 -25 70 120
c.HP 11 4 26 ~ -9 2 -19 80 150



Crouching Kicks

c.LK

c.MK

c.HK

When c.HK is too risky, you have c.MK. Like many of Birdie’s 
normals, c.MK is slow but far-reaching. Unfortunately, the low 
damage potential and disadvantage on hit and block make 
c.MK a less appealing option than one might hope. c.MK still 
sees use as a low poke, and is an important tool for catching 
people walking away from you, but is weak to jump-ins from 
the opponent.

Birdie’s c.HK is a long range, but risky, low threat. Its fairly slow 
at 12f startup, and is very disadvantageous on block (-14), but 
leads to very strong knockdowns if it lands as a CC.
The other danger with using c.HK is that its long animation 
makes it easy prey for jump-ins, so watch your opponent’s ac-
tions carefully when preparing to sweep them.
Another bonus is the KD property it gains when it hits as a CC. 
CC c.HK allows only one wakeup timing, giving you access to 
guaranteed high/low and strike/throw mixups. Make sure to 
learn setups that take advantage of this rare oki opportunity.

c.LK is Birdie’s fastest low at 5f and is important to his mixup 
game as a result. The advantage on block (+2) and low push-
back make it an excellent tool for tick throws, and on hit it can 
link into s.LK xx LP or EX Bullhead. 

Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block VTC 1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun
c.LK 5 2 11 4 2 -4 -25 30 90
c.MK 10 2 18 -1 -4 -3 -24 60 120
c.HK 12 3 25 ~ -11 -2 -26 100 150



First Course: Normals
Jumping Punches

j.MP

j.LP

j.HP

j.LP is a multi-use airborne option for Birdie. It is fast (4f), has a 
high-priority hitbox, and can be used as both a jump-in and an 
air-to-air. When jumping in, the low hitstun/blockstun can help 
facilitate tick throws. As an air-to-air j.LP will check nearby op-
ponents, and its hitbox allows it to stop normally untouchable 
attacks like Cammy’s V-Trigger 1 divekicks.

j.MP is Birdie’s only crossup, and comes with its own strengths 
and weaknesses. The extremely long hitbox can make certain 
jump-ins extremely ambiguous, and can catch people attempt-
ing to evade the jump by dashing under Birdie. However, j.MP’s 
hitbox stays relatively high off the ground, making it very sus-
ceptible to low profile hurtboxes.

j.HP has a fantastic hitbox. You can use this as a long range 
air-to-air that will rarely lose if you do it fast enough, and as a 
jump-in option that can cleanly beat AAs from a distance. On a 
deeper hit, you can link into s.HK for big damage, or s.MP for 
a more reliable option. This is considered an easier option than 
j.HK for starting the post-stun jump-in combo.

Startup Active Damage Stun
j.LP 4 5 50 90
j.MP 7 6 70 120
j.HP 7 5 100 150



Jumping Kicks

j.LK

j.MK

j.HK

j.LK is a situational air-to-air normal. It is quick (5f) and hits 
above Birdie, so use it when air-to-airing characters that are 
above you when airborne. It has a strong hitbox, so it can po-
tentially beat aerial moves that are normally hard to deal with. 
Another tactic with j.LK is to use it right before touching down 
next to the opponent, which can trick them into anticipating 
the blockstun of a blocked jump-in, potentially allowing you to 
sneak in a throw.

j.MK is a good jump-in with a disjointed hitbox. Because the 
hitbox hits so low, try to use this to hit the opponent before 
they can react with an anti-air. Depending on how deep you hit 
with this attack, you can link into s.LK, c.MP or s.MP, with s.LK 
being the most reliable.

j.HK is a strong airborne option for Birdie. Its long reach and 
good hitbox allows Birdie to cleanly beat anti-airs from max 
range, much like j.HP. If this hits deep enough, it can link into 
s.HK for great damage, but for shallower hits s.MP will have to 
suffice.

Startup Active Damage Stun
j.LK 5 5 50 90
j.MK 7 4 70 120
j.HK 9 5 100 150



First Course: Normals

Bull Charge (f.HP) is Birdie’s only armored normal, and a Crush 
Counter, but it’s generally more of a risk than an asset. At 25f 
startup its not a great poke and at -8 on block it is punishable in 
nearly all possible situations. 
There are some situational uses for f.HP, it’s good at dealing with 
Mika’s dropkick and Urien’s fireball, and with a read you can 
beat other similar attacks. Juggle with MP Bullhead if it hits CC, 
and use the +3 on a normal hit for a mix-up. Use sparingly.

f.HP

df.HP

f.HK

Command Normals

Bull Slider (df.HP) is one of Birdie’s few lows, and he can threat-
en with it from a long distance. That said, the combination of its 
slow startup (19f), disadvantage on block (-8), and relatively low 
damage (90) make this a high risk, low reward tool if used incor-
rectly. When hit very meaty df.HP becomes much safer, so be 
careful of your ranges when using this attack.
df.HP can low profile some pokes and fireballs, and can be useful 
to tag someone with predictable zoning. 

Bull Drop (f.HK) is Birdie’s standing overhead attack. The first 
part brings his foot up, creating a high-hitting hitbox that can 
catch people trying to jump out, then the second part slams 
down his boot causing the actual overhead attack. This move is 
punishable on block (-6), and somewhat easy to react to due to 
its animation, but its reach makes it a strong mixup option.

When done meaty enough, or on counterhit, the second hit of 
f.HK can combo into s.LK xx LP/EX Bullhead, making it a high 
damage overhead option that few characters get access to. In 
other scenarios the normal advantage on hit (+2) can be useful 
for creating strike/throw mixups to keep the pressure going.

Input Startup Active Recovery On Hit On Block Damage Stun
Bull Charge f.HP 25 4 18 3 -8 80 150
Bull Slider df.HP 19 5 22 -1 -8 90 150
Bull Drop f.HK 7 3(12)4 18 2 -6 40*80 50*100



Normal Throws

Despite having a more damaging and farther reaching command 
grab, normal throws are a cornerstone of Birdie’s offense. Sport-
ing one of the farthest normal throw ranges in the game, Birdie 
uses throws as a relatively safe offensive tool. This is doubly true 
if the Birdie player has already shown a willingness to use Kill-
ing Head in similar situations. Because normal throws recover so 
much faster, Birdie can bait the enemy into jumping and AA them 
on the way down.

Forward Throw: Bad Skull

Back Throw: Bad Chain
Bad Chain is Birdie’s back throw. It 
does more damage and stun than 
Bad Skull, but tosses the opponent 
a great distance away from you mid-
screen, ending pressure.

However, when throwing the opponent 
into the corner Bad Chain has minimal 
pushback, allowing for stronger setups.
(whiff s.LK to get a meaty throw or Killing 
Head!)

Birdie’s forward throw is an important 
part of his mixup game. Being able to 
threaten damage without commiting 
to 60f of recovery from Killing Head 
is vital.

To compensate for his slow movespeed, Birdie has one of the longest grab ranges in 
the game. Use this range to tick throw from s.LK, s.LP and c.LK. With appropriate con-
ditioning, the use of Bad Skull can make your frame traps more effective by training 
the opponent to jump. Birdie’s pressure isn’t great after using Bad Skull midscreen, 
usually the most you can get is a meaty normal. But hey, it’s better than nothing.

Startup Active Recovery Damage Stun KDA
Bad Skull 5 3 18 120 200 71/12/12
Bad Chain 5 3 18 140 200 74/15/15



Second Course: Specials
Bullhead

Bullhead functions primarily as a combo ender and a means to safely enter V-Trigger 
1. While in V-Trigger 1 the move gains additional properties, with each getting armor 
(frame 1 on Ex Bullhead), increased damage and altered pushback. Midscreen Bull-
heads yield very weak knockdown situations, so when cancelling a medium or heavy 
button, Bullhorn will provide a more advantageous knockdown.

HPMPLP EX (1) EX (2)

LP Bullhead is an important tool for hitconfirms, as it is the only reliable meterless 
combo ender from s.LP and s.LK. Most combos that end in LP Bullhead can’t reliably 
use Bullhorn as a replacement. Generally does not see a lot of use outside of combos 
from lights.
MP Bullhead is useful as a combo ender from s.MP and c.MP, and provides decent oki 
in the corner. When midscreen it is generally a better option to end combos with Bull-
horn. Can also be used after a VT1 flame juggle, and sometimes replacing HP Bull-
head for better oki.
HP Bullhead is mostly used as his highest damage meterless combo ender from c.HP 
and occasionally as a hard-to-punish long range option in VT1. It is possible to juggle 
into HP Bullhead from an anti-air c.HP for a high damage, high corner carry anti-air.
EX Bullhead is a fast forward-moving special that can be used as a risky long-distance 
poke, a high damage combo-ender, and a means to combo into V-Trigger 1, or extend 
VT2 combos for more damage. In V-Trigger 1 the frame 1 armor on EX Bullhead can 
also act as a powerful reversal option that loses to throws but is less likely to be safely 
meatied than EX Bullhorn.

Startup Active Recovery On Block VTC 1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun KDA
LP 14 3 29 -10 2 -19 100 200 97/38/43
MP 18 3 30 -10 3 -18 110 200 97/38/43
HP 27 3 24 -5 2 -19 140 200 97/38/43
EX 14 4(26)4 28 -5 13*6 -8/-18 150 250 98/39/44



Bullhorn is one of the most powerful and complex moves in Birdie’s arsenal, Unlike 
most special moves, Bullhorn requires you to hold down a button (any punch or kick 
button will work) for a little under 2 seconds, “charging” the move. The move activates 
as you release the button, causing Birdie to reel back and fly upwards. 

Bullhorn

Bullhorn EX (1) EX (2)

The downside to Bullhorn is that it requires you to give up a button in the neutral, and 
it is up to the individual player to decide what button they are willing to give up at any 
given time. LK, MK, and HP are commonly held buttons depending on the distance 
from the opponent. It is possible to build a Bullhorn charge during some combos, but 
thIs will not be the case for most confirms in the neutral game.

Bullhorn is a versatile tool; it gains projectile invincibility quickly, allowing you to blow 
through fireballs, its angle and hitbox let it function as an anti-air, and it is the optimal 
meterless combo ender midscreen. While in V-Trigger 1 Bullhorn gains additional 
damage, and armor starting on frame 1, making it a powerful meterless reversal option.  
The EX version is Birdie’s most reliable reversal against strikes due to its frame 1 armor 
(2 hits worth in VT1!), but requires you to charge with two buttons to compensate.

Startup Active Recovery On Block VTC1 oB VTC 2 oB Damage Stun KDA
Horn 15 6 15+14 -18 -2 -23 120 200 105/46/51

EX 15 9(11)4 32 -19 -7 -27 150 250 102/43/48

Nobody seems to agree on what button to hold for Bullhorn, 
so Chef Birdie wants you to pick whatever feels best for you.                

Just remember that every choice comes with a downside, and 
that being able to switch it up is a big benefit! 

Don’t forget: always be charging!



SpecialsSecond Course: Specials
Killing Head

HPMPLP EX

Killing Head is Birdie’s grounded command grab, and is a vital part of his mixup game. 
It outranges regular throws with the same speed (5f), and does signficantly more dam-
age, at the cost of much higher recovery, making it susceptible to neutral jump and 
back dash punishes. Midscreen Killing Head gives limited options for pressure after-
wards, with the notable exception of meaty Bull Slider, but in the corner the mixups 
are much more dangerous. Despite the risk, Killing Head is important as a psychologi-
cal weapon. The threat of a command grab is often enough to influence the opponent’s 
actions in ways Birdie can exploit, opening up new damage opportunities. If they are 
going to jump out of your setup, make them pay!

LP Killing Head is the longest reaching of the meterless versions, which allows it to 
function as a tick throw from farther away than the others. It’s the least likely to let the 
opponent walk out of range, and is usually the safest option as a result.

MP Killing Head sacrifices a little range for a little damage. Its fine. You probably won’t 
use this much outside of specific setups, but its worth remembering.

HP Killing Head has the shortest range, but does the most meterless damage. When 
you are at point-blank range and want to go for a command grab, use this.

EX Killing Head requires spending a bar of meter, but you get the farthest range and 
most damage to compensate. It also leaves you the closest from the opponent after its 
recovery, creating new corner setups. As a result, EX Killing Head can quickly turn the 
tides of a match, especially if the opponent is cornered. When in V-Trigger 1 this move 
deals 264 damage, so it’s practically a CA-lite.

Startup Active Recovery Damage Stun KDA
LP Killing Head 5 2 60 180 200 82/23/23
MP Killing Head 5 2 60 190 220 82/23/23
HP Killing Head 5 2 60 200 240 82/23/23
EX Killing Head 5 2 60 220 270 82/23/23



Hanging Chain

HKMKLK EX

Hanging Chain is a very situational hit-grab attack. All versions of the move reach very 
far, but pay for this range by having long startup and recovery, and are very negative 
on block. The non-ex versions can be held for a fake-out, which can be cancelled by 
pressing any punch. The reach makes this tempting to catch people at a distance, but 
the drawbacks often outweigh the benefits. Be aware that Hanging Chain’s knockdown 
advantage varies based on positioning.
LK Hanging Chain is the most likely to see use as an anti-fireball tool. Despite the 
risks it carries, a successful attempt will do solid damage and bring the opponent close 
enough for a mixup afterwards. 
MK Hanging Chain is like LK Chain, but you trade extra damage for worse oki. It 
leaves the opponent on the other side of the screen, which isn’t going to net you much 
pressure. You are generally going to want to use LK over MK, but if you are using LK to 
charge Bullhorn, or want to mix up your options, MK can still see some use.
HK Hanging Chain angles upwards, and is used as a high risk, medium reward AA. 
Because of all the risks associated with Hanging Chain, this is not used as a traditional 
AA, but is a hard callout for someone trying to jump out of pressure. It can also combo 
out of an AA c.HP, but the range is very particular so be careful when attempting this.
EX Hanging Chain is a strong combo ender. Faster than the others, it sees more use 
when cancelled from normal midrange buttons like s.MP. It gives good oki, but the 
mixup afterwards is really only threatening in V-Trigger 1 due to distance issues. This 
means that it is a very powerful combo ender when used from a V-Trigger 1 activation, 
especially since it does not drain the V-Meter. In neutral its faster speed can make it 
more reliable for snagging bad fireballs.

Startup Active Recovery On Block Damage Stun KDA
LK Hanging Chain 25 16 24 -23 120 200 80/21/21
MK Hanging Chain 25 16 24 -23 150 200 68/19/19
HK Hanging Chain 25 16 24 ~ 160 200 81/22/22
EX Hanging Chain 15 17 31 -21 170 220 78/29/29



Bull Revenger

HKMKLK EX

Bull Revenger is a leaping grab, giving Birdie high risk, high reward mixup options at 
farther ranges. When used inappropriately, Bull Revenger is basically a gimmick that 
can get punished by a jump-in combo on reaction. But with proper conditioning the 
meterless versions give access to Birdie’s most powerful midscreen oki, and EX can 
punish poorly spaced fireballs and surprise the opponent for unexpected damage.

LK Revenger is the most often seen of the meterless versions, and for good reason. It 
only goes around 1/4 of the screen, which means it has the least travel time, making it 
the most likely to surprise an opponent engaged in the neutral game. It can hop over 
some low attacks, so with the right read you can use it in footsies. Its pretty common 
to see LK Revenger after a blocked s.MP, but do so with caution. With any use of Re-
venger, it is very important to have a strong read on the opponent’s behavior, prefera-
bly through conditioning.

MK Revenger goes about 1/2 of the screen, making it somewhat awkward to use. If 
can potentially leap over a fireball, but will probably get caught as it passes over. With 
the right read this can still be useful, potentially catching a backdash or something sim-
ilar, but normally you won’t this use this move much.
HK Revenger reaches nearly fullscreen, which carries the risk of massive travel time. 
The only real use-case of this move is to catch a fireball on the hardest of reads.
EX Revenger is great. It is very fast for its range, you can alter the trajectory by holding 
forward while you use it, and deals solid damage and stun. Despite the speed, it is re-
actable, so don’t throw it out at random, but use it to surprise the opponent and punish 
fireballs. Be aware that this attack can jump over the opponent without hitting them, so 
use caution at close ranges.

Startup Active Recovery Damage Stun KDA
LK Bull Revenger 35 2 28 170 230 75/26/26
MK Bull Revenger 40 3 28 180 230 75/26/26
HK Bull Revenger 43 3 28 190 230 75/26/26
EX Bull Revenger 25 11 47 180 230 69/20/20



Critical Art: Skip to My Chain

Birdie’s Critical Art is notable for a couple of reasons: it is the only invincible reversal 
in Birdie’s arsenal, and it does a lot of damage, especially in V-Trigger 1. The invuln 
frames let you react to things that opponents may not expect. You can blast through  
Urien’s Aegis Reflector, Rashid’s V-Trigger 1, or catch people back jumping out of a 
Bull Revenger. And if you are confident that the opponent is going to do something 
on your wakeup, but aren’t confident what it will be, CA can work as a wakeup reversal. 
These can be costly, as it uses up all of your meter, thus reducing your options, so make 
sure that you will definitely hit when using CA this way.

The second use of CA is to add damage at the end of combos, and will only ever scale 
to 50% damage, which makes any conversion into Bullhead or Bullhorn extremely 
dangerous. CA will combo from any grounded Bullhead hit, but in juggles it will whiff if 
the opponent is too high off the ground, so be careful. 

Its worth noting that Birdie’s CA provides an incredible knockdown situation regardless 
of screen position. It will always reset to neutral, but provides enough KD frames to 
allow Birdie to dash and get the meatiest possible s.HK, with the opponent unable to 
change their wakeup timing. s.HK will be +2 oB in this situation, allowing you to get a 
powerful mixup between buttons and MP Killing Head. Knowledgeable opponents will 
be aware of the setup, so expect V-Reversals, invulnerable attacks, and people jump-
ing or dashing away from the mixup on block. With that in mind, its important to learn 
several post-CA setups to maximize the mixup potential this situation provides.

Startup Active Recovery On Block Damage Stun KDA
Skip to My Chain 6 5 60 -30 360 0 36/36/36

You all know Chef Birdie has some of the best EX moves around, 
so I understand if you don’t want to spend it all on my CA. But 

remember, no point in dying with a full bar stocked!



V-Reversal: Pepper Pot

V-Skill
Third Course: V-System

Break Time Banana Time Drink Time

Break Time has Birdie eat a donut, giving a little V-Meter to help him access V-Trig-
ger faster. At 40f the limited amount of meter it gives you makes it pretty risky for its 
duration (it takes 6 to fill one bar). Break Time will also refill the timer slightly when 
used in VT1. Birdie’s V-Skills are vulnerable to jump-ins, so plan around it happening. 
Banana Time has Birdie eat a banana and toss the peel on the ground, causing an 
opponent that touches it to slip and fall. This allows it to act as a deterent and trap. It 
doesnt last very long, and you can’t use V-Skill again until the banana disappears. 
Drink Time lets Birdie throw a can on the ground, similar to Banana Time, but it slowly 
rolls at the opponent. The can is an important conditioning tool; it can buy you a ton 
of screen real estate as it rolls forward, can allow tricky mixups, and can help you bait 
opponents into bad jumps. Easily the most versatile of Birdie’s V-Skill options.

Birdie’s V-Reversal allows him to get out of potentially danger-
ous situations. The most crucial benefit is the reduction of the 
stun bar. Birdie struggles to deal with intense pressure, so hav-
ing a way to prevent a stun is key to his survival. If Pepper Pot 
successfully hits the opponent, they will be knocked far away 
(although close enough to reach with EX Revenger) giving him 
some breathing room.
However, smart opponents will bait V-Reversals and throw 
them on startup, adding some risk. Giving up a precious bar 
of V-Meter can be costly, as it keeps Birdie from utilizing the 
threat of V-Trigger activation.

Startup Active Recovery On Block Grey Damage Stun KDA
Pepper Pot 16 2 19 -2 60 0 82/23/28

Startup Recovery On Hit On Block Damage Stun KDA
Break Time 40 12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Banana Time 50 9 29 2 10 0 29/29/29
Drink Time 50 11 28 10 10 0 28/28/28

Pepper Pot



V-Trigger 1: Enjoy Time

V-Trigger 2: Birdie Time

•  20% damage bonus on all attacks.
•  Increased range on forward and back dashes.
•  Increased forward and back walkspeed.
•  Bullhorn and EX Bullhead gain frame 1 armor.
•  LP, MP, and HP Bullhead gain limited armor frames.
•  EX Bullhorn gains an additional hit of armor (2 total).
•  All versions of Bullhead have reduced startup, allowing
     MP Bullhead to combo from s.LP.
Birdie shoots a jet of flame from his mouth as VT1 activates, 
which has a small hitbox. This can provide an additional juggle 
in combos, or alter the frame advantage of blocked specials.

Startup Active Recovery  Damage Stun KDA
Enjoy Time 12 16 3 84 100 102/43/48

Startup Active Recovery  Damage Stun KDA
Birdie Time 12 16 3 100 100 varies
Bull Swing 21 10 15 80 120 108/49/54

Bull Capture 19 10 18 100 150 90/31/36

The activation works well as 
an anti-air, and Bull Swing 
and Bull Capture are used 
primarily to extend combos 
and blockstrings. While there 
are many combo opportuni-
ties, the most effecient uses 
of VT2 come from converting 
s.HP and EX Bullhead (first 
hit) into Bull Swing for mas-
sive damage conversions.
Bull Capture also hits low, 
and can be a useful ranged 
option.
Each activation will give you 
up to three chains to use, so 
spend them wisely!

Birdie Time

Bull Capture

Bull Swing

Enjoy Time

Upon activating V-Trigger 1 Birdie eats a spicy pepper and gains super powers.          
It’s pretty great.                                                

Here’s a quick list of the bonuses:



Fourth Course: Meterless Combos
Hit-Confirm Combos

V-Trigger 1 Activation Combo Extensions

V-Trigger 2 Combos

Damage and Stun will vary based on combo starter.

Combo Damage Stun Notes
s.LP, s.LK xx LP Bullhead 147 331 Short range only

s.LK, s.LP xx Bullhorn 162 331 Optimal 4f meterless punish, whiffs at max range
s.LK, s.LP xx LP Bullhead 146 331 Useful if horn isn’t charged

s.LK xx LP Bullhead 120 270 Necessary for far ranged punishes
s.LK, c.MP xx Bullhorn 189 358 Max damage point-blank confirm from s.LK

c.LP, s.LK xx LP Bullhead 147 331 Good for checking dash-ins
c.LK, s.LK xx LP Bullhead 137 331 Only confirm from a low

s.MP xx Bullhorn 168 300 Replace Horn with MP Bullhead if no charge
s.MP, s.LK xx LP Bullhead 167 361 Easier confirm from close range

c.HP xx HP Bullhead 206 330 Optimal 11f Punish
s.HK, s.MP xx Bullhorn 250 418 Optimal 12f Punish

Combo Extension Notes
...Bullhead xx VT1, MP Bullhead Requires corner

...Bullhorn xx VT1 (flames whiff), LP Bullhead Occurs from Far Bullhorn
...Bullhorn xx VT1 (flames hit), MP Bullhead Occurs from Close Bullhorn

...Bullhorn xx VT1 (flames whiff), c.HP xx Bullhorn Requires specific range in corner

V-Trigger 2 Activation Combo Extensions
Damage and Stun will vary based on combo starter.

Combo Extension Notes
...Bullhorn xx VT2, c.HP xx MP Bullhead Requires corner

...Bullhorn xx VT2, c.MP Reset opportunity, requires corner
...s.HK, c.HP xx MP Bullhead xx Bull Capture s.HK must hit as an airborne CC

Combo Damage Stun Notes
s.MP xx MP Bullhead xx Bull Capture 239 420 Basic whiff punish

s.MK xx Bull Capture 150 255 Only s.MK cancel combo
s.HP xx Bull Swing, c.HP xx HP Bullhead xx Bull Capture 384 608 Long-range confirm
s.HK xx Bull Swing, c.HP xx HP Bullhead xx Bull Capture 394 608 Most meterless damage



Crush Counter Combos

Post-Stun Combos

Counterhit Combos

Combo Damage Stun Notes
s.HK, dash, s.MP xx Bullhorn 252 416

s.HK, walk, c.HP xx HP Bullhead 282 440
s.HK, walk, c.HP xx MP Bullhead xx VT1, MP Bullhead 334 540 Requires precise spacing

s.HK, walk, c.HP xx MP Bullhead xx VT2, LP Bullhead 331 540 Requires precise spacing

s.HK, walk, s.HK xx Bull Swing, c.HP xx HP Bullhead xx Bull Capture 351 570 Must already be in VT2

f.HP, MP Bullhead 184 340
f.HP, c.HP xx HP Bullhead 258 440 Requires corner

Combo Notes
j.HP, s.HK, s.MP xx Bullhorn Standard Post-Stun combo

j.HP, s.HK xx Bull Swing, c.HP xx HP Bullhead xx Bull Capture Must already be in VT2 

Damage will vary based on combo scaling.

Combo Damage Stun Notes
s.LK, s.MP xx Bullhorn 186 376 Important for pressure

c.LP, s.LP xx Bullhorn 180 349 Important point-blank meaty tool

c.LK, s.LP xx Bullhorn 168 349 Only low Bullhorn confirm

s.MK, s.LK xx LP Bullhead 179 385 Must be point-blank

f.HK (2), s.LK xx LP Bullhead 203 361 Overhead Combo

Anti-Air Combos
Combo Damage Stun Notes

c.HP xx HK Hanging Chain 224 330 Must hit very high

c.HP xx HP Bullhead 206 330 If hit from lower to the ground

Enjoy Time, MP Bullhead 204 280 If Enjoy Time manages to hit AA

Birdie Time, c.HP xx HP Bullhead xx Bull Capture 354 500 Birdie Time must hit high

Birdie Time, LP Bullhead 190 280 If it hits from farther away

Capcom changed the scaling on Crush Counter combos after Sea-
son 2, so Chef Birdie recommends punishing EX DPs from Ken, 

Akuma and Sakura with neutral jump j.HK, s.HK, s.MP xx Bullhorn



Spicing up a Combo: A Sprinkling of EX
When optimizing no-resource combos with Birdie, the choice is usually pretty easy: If 
you can combo into Bullhorn, do that. If you can’t, just do the only other meterless 
option available to you, you will rarely have more than one to pick from. But once you 
add even a single EX bar into the equation, the decision making becomes much, much 
more complex. So let’s take a look at how to spend meter optimally with Birdie.

On paper, EX Hanging Chain is the best 1 bar combo-ender. It 
does the most damage (170) and high stun (220), and leaves 
you +29 vs quickrise, enough for a dash into pressure after-
wards. But there are some caveats to this; the mixup afterwards 
is much stronger when in VT1, the movespeed buff allows you 
to threaten with Throw, greatly improving the mixup. You can’t 
use this to extend combos with a VT activation, so if you need 
to enter VT, pick another EX move. 

So when should Birdie use this to finish combos? If the extra 20 damage from EX Chain 
would kill where EX Horn and EX Bullhead would leave them alive, go ahead and let 
the chain fly. 

When in VT1, Birdie can threaten with meaties, Killing Head, and Forward Throw 
after a dash. It’s a scary situation.

The other optimal use of EX Chain is in conjunction with an activated V-Trigger 1. If 
you are already in VT1, EX Chain becomes an excellent choice. It provides incredible 
midscreen oki, and the highest possible damage, without sacrificing precious frames of 
VT1 buffs. So when comboing after a VT1 flame juggle, EX Chain is a powerful mid-
screen oki option if you are willing to spend another bar. 

Fourth Course: EX Combos



Ex Bullhorn vs Ex Bullhead: Mustard or Ketchup?
Looking at the frame data for EX Bullhorn and EX Bullhead unfortunately doesnt give 
a lot of clues for optimal usage of either. Both combo from similar starters (except for 
s.LK, which will only combo into EX Horn with a counterhit), do 150 damage and 250 
Stun. So when should you use one vs the other?

EX Bullhead is one of the easiest ways to combo into VT1 ac-
tivation, but it comes at the cost of a weaker damage conver-
sion. So when comboing into VT1, EX Bullhead is less optimal 
than EX Bullhorn. Worse damage for the same resources. But 
sometimes you need to be in VT1 and you dont have a Horn 
charged. In that situation it’s a judgement call, do whatever the 
situation demands. Juggling into VT2 midscreen is only possi-
ble with EX Bullhorn, so no dice there either.

So when do you want to use EX Bullhead in combos? Typically if you need to buy 
yourself space, or push the opponent to the corner. It’s pretty good at both. This comes 
at the cost of a weak knockdown midscreen. If you manage to push them all the way to 
the corner you can get a dash into pressure, but from midscreen its best to just let the 
situation reset to neutral. Another advantage is when VT2 is already active, because it 
can extend EX Bullhead combos for much better damage and oki. This is probably the 
most impactful use of EX meter for Birdie, so prioritize it when possible.
EX Bullhorn gets a better meaty opportunity midscreen. At +29 vs Quickrise, you have 
time to dash and be right in front of the opponent, ready for all wakeups. The biggest 
problem with optimizing using EX Horn will always be keeping the two-button charge, 
so make your decisions with your charge in mind. In circumstances that allow you to 
easily build a EX Horn charge, like after a stun or CC, remember that it is the optimal 
EX usage to get into VT1 or VT2.

The corner adds another wrinkle to the process. All versions of Bullhead can combo 
into VT1 in the corner, letting you save the meter if desired. This would allow you to 
combo into CA afterwards for max damage at the cost for all of your resources. If this 
would kill where the others wouldn’t, it might be worth the resource expenditure. If 
using a bar to combo into or out of VT1 would kill, it is always better than spending all 
three for CA. If neither will bring the opponent down, you need to rethink your options.

Is it worth spending a bar for the EX Chain oki and damage in V-Trigger 1? Would the 
the higher stun from an EX Horn into VT1 confirm a stun? Is EX Horn even available? 
Maybe the guaranteed mixup after CA will allow for a one touch stun afterwards. What 
if you have a full EX bar but no V-Meter? Or maybe you should hoard that meter and 
keep more options available while you have them cornered. Use the ideas presented 
here and your best judgement to come up with the right solution in the heat of the 
moment.



Birdie’s okizeme (post-knockdown pressure) is somewhat limited, and often relies on high-
risk mixups to stay threatening. It’s important to know your options after each knockdown to 
make the most of your advantage. Be prepared to make adjustments based on the wakeup 
behavior of your opponent, as overcommiting to the wrong setup can quickly lead to disaster. 
The setups shown here are only a small sample of what Birdie can do, especially in the corner, 
so get in lab and cook up some more yourself!

Fifth Course: Knockdown Setups

KDA vs QR vs BR
c.HP 93 32 37

c.HK 69 20 25

f.HP 110 49 54

c.HP xx HP 62 1 6

f.LP+LK 71 12 12

b.LP+LK 74 15 15

Banana Time 29 29 29

Drink Time 28 28 28

Enjoy Time 106 47 52

Bull Swing 108 49 54

Bull Capture 90 31 36

Pepper Pot 82 23 28

LP(+VT1) Bullhead 85 26 31

MP(+VT1) Bullhead 84 25 30

HP(+VT1) Bullhead 90 31 36

EX Bullhead 90 31 36

VT1 EX Bullhead 91 32 37

Bullhorn (Close) 89 30 35

Bullhorn (Far) 90 31 36

VT1 Bullhorn 94 35 40

EX Bullhorn 88 29 34

VT1 EX Bullhorn 89 30 35

Killing Head (All) 82 23 23

Bull Revenger (non-EX) 75 26 26

EX Bull Revenger 69 20 20

Skip to My Chain 36 36 36

Hanging Chain has surprising, and 
frustrating, variety in its KD frames.

KDA vs QR
LK Chain (Corner) 79 20

LK Chain 80 21

LK Chain (Far Corner) 82 23

LK Chain (Far) 84 25

MK Chain 68 19

MK Chain (Far) 71 22

HK Chain 81 22

EX Chain 78 29

Certain combos can also affect the combo-ender’s knockdown

KDA vs QR vs BR
c.HP xx Bullhorn 91 32 37

c.HP xx VT1 Bullhorn 97 38 43

EX Bullhorn xx VTC1, LP Bullhead 85 26 31

EX Bullhorn xx VTC1, LP Bullhead (Corner) 87 28 33

EX Bullhorn VTC1, EX Bullhead 95 36 41

c.HP xx EX Bullhorn xx VTC1, EX Bullhead 93 34 39

Why does my chain have 8       
different numbers?  That don’t 

seem right!



Crush Counter c.HK Setups (+69)

EX-Chain Setups (+29)

MP Bullhead Corner Setups (+25)

Critical Art Setups (+36)

Non-EX Revenger Setups (+26)

Killing Head Corner Setups (+23)

Setup vs DW Notes
CC c.HK, df.HP, s.LK s.HK (+1)

CC c.HK, c.LP, Bullhorn Throw
CC c.HK, df.HP f.HK (2) Combos into s.LK on hit and s.MP on counterhit

Setup vs QR vs DW Notes
Revenger, dash c.LP c.LP, s.MP, s.HK (+0)
Revenger, dash HP Killing Head -
Revenger, dash Throw Throw, dash, Throw/s.LK Needs Corner/VT1

Setup vs QR vs DW Notes
EX-Chain, dash c.LP s.MP, s.HK (+1) c.LP links to s.MP on CH, and s.LP in VT1

EX-Chain, dash, delay 1f LP KH - Some characters can walk out of range

EX-Chain, dash, delay 1f Throw - Needs VT1

EX-Chain, dash s.MP s.MP, s.MK, LP KH/s.LK

Setup vs QR vs BR vs DW Notes
MP Bullhead, dash s.LK s.MP dash, s.LK, s.LK, s.MP, s.HK
MP Bullhead, dash Throw delay, Throw Throw, s.HK, Throw Can use KH instead

Setup vs QR vs DW Notes
EX Killing Head f.HK (2) f.HK, s.MP, s.HK vs QR, f.HK combos to s.LP on CH

Killing Head df.HP dash, s.HK(+2) f.HP is -3 oB, can combo on CH, works midscreen

Killing Head microwalk, s.LK/Killing Head - manual timing

Bullhorn (+)
Setup vs QR vs BR vs DW Notes

Bullhorn, dash delay, s.LK microwalk, s.LK manually-timed s.LK manual timing

Bullhorn, dash s.MP s.HK s.MP, dash, s.LK, s.MP
Bullhorn, c.MP c.MP s.HK c.MP, s.HK, throw/s.lk Needs corner, unsafe vs QR

Setup vs DW Notes
CA, dash s.HK s.hk will be +2 on block

CA, c.MP c.HK
CA, dash, s.LK Throw/s.LP Loses to 3f normals



Dessert: Tips and Tricks
Safely Entering V-Trigger 1
Because of the lengthy animation, it is difficult to safely enter VT1 during neutral. Sim-
ilarly, its not easy to use VT1 as a combo or mixup tool from normal attacks. So, to 
safely enter VT1, Birdie is left with two options:

• Activate VT1 as a combo extension after a special attack hits.
• Activate VT1 after one of Birdie’s special attacks is blocked.

The first is ideal, it adds big damage to combos and the benefits from VT1 will make 
the oki afterwards much more dangerous. Check the Combo Section for optimal ways 
to enter VT1 from combos.

If you can’t do that, your next best bet is to activate off of a blocked special. 
Birdie can’t cancel from Killing Head, Revenger, or Hanging Chain, leaving only Bull-
head and Bullhorn as options. Despite the long animation, Birdie always ends up safer 
on block by cancelling these into VT1. Here’s a chart showing off the difference:

On Block VTC 1 On Block
LP Bullhead -10 2
MP Bullhead -10 3
HP Bullhead -5 2

EX Bullhead (1) ~ 13
EX Bullhead (2) -5 6

Bullhorn -18 -2
EX Bullhorn -19 -5

The big winners here are MP Bullhead 
and Bullhorn. The first leaves you close 
to the opponent at +3, giving Birdie a 
50/50 mixup between Killing Head and 
normals. Cancelling from Bullhorn lets 
you take a single low-risk Bullhorn at-
tempt each round, letting you confidently 
try to steal a turn from the enemy.

The others are still useful, but not ideal. LP and HP Bullhead provide a mixup, but at 
+2 your viable normals aren’t as threatening. EX Bullhorn is less negative, but still 
punishable, so only use it if you need to avoid a max damage punish. 

The second hit of EX Bullhead leaves you safe and far away, but you were only -5 un-
der normal conditions. This may be useful if you are desperate to be in VT1, or fear a 
strong -5 punish from a character like Kolin. 
Cancelling the first hit has a fun gimmick. At +13 it forms a true blockstring with c.HK         
(pictured below), so you can potentially tag people stand-blocking.



Safely Entering V-Trigger 2

On Block VTC 2 On Block
LP Bullhead -10 -19
MP Bullhead -10 -18
HP Bullhead -5 -19

EX Bullhead (1) ~ -8
EX Bullhead (2) -5 -18

Bullhorn -18 -23
EX Bullhorn -19 -26

VT2 is even more difficult to safely activate than VT1. Unlike VT1, Birdie cannot use a 
blocked special move to safely activate. Unlike many other characters, he also gains no 
benefits from cancelling any normal into activation. As a result, Birdie is left with only a 
few reliable options to make the VT2 activation a benefit rather than a hindrance.

• Activate VT2 as an anti-air attack.
• Activate VT2 after hitting an opponent with EX Bullhorn.
• Activate VT2 after Birdie scores a knock down.
• Activate VT2 in neutral when the opponent cannot punish it.

The first is VT2’s optimal usage, depending on spacing it can be an incredibly damag-
ing meterless AA combo. Birdie Time is fast and has an excellent vertical AA hitbox, so 
take this chance whenever possible. The downside is that activating this way relies on 
your opponent to jump at Birdie, who already has excellent normal AA options.

If you can’t AA with it, your next best bet is to combo into the activation. Midscreen, 
your options are from carefully spaced c.HP xx MP Bullhead punishes (usually set up 
from CC’s), or comboing into EX Bullhorn. The combo has no folllow-up, but is better 
than a raw activation that doesn’t connect. In the corner you can also combo from a 
close Bullhorn (which is finnicky). If you manage to land one of these, combo into c.HP 
xx HP Bullhead for big damage, you can even add a Bull Capture on the end if you 
want a little extra juice.

If you find yourself midscreen and needing to activate, doing so after EX Bullhorn is 
optimal, as it combos, but activating after another special move connects isn’t a terrible 
option, because it can still provide a setup afterwards. Less than ideal, but at least you 
don’t lose momentum for activating.

Finally, because these other situations are so circumstantial, you may find yourself des-
perate to activate in neutral. This is not optimal, but it may be worth it to help turn the 
tides in your favor with VT2‘s enhanced neutral conversions. Look for situations where 
the opponent is too far away, or in the middle of an animation like a backdash or neu-
tral jump. This will vary from character to character, no part of the screen will be safe 
from Cammy’s CA!

These numbers seem a 
lot worse than the other      

Trigger’s...



Dessert: Tips and Tricks
Controlling Ex-Revenger
Every Birdie player knows the frustration of EX Revenger just barely missing the oppo-
nent. Maybe they backdashed, or perhaps your aim was just a little off. 
Luckily, some of these misses can be avoided entirely if you know a special secret: Birdie 
can actually control the distance he travels with EX Revenger mid-air.  

Here’s Birdie starting EX Revenger Spacing after normal 
EX Revenger

Spacing after holding 
forward mid-flight

By holding forwards during the EX Revenger animation, Birdie is able to travel farther 
than usual. This range difference isn’t huge, but it can be crucial for catching a back-
dash or surprising the opponent from unexpected distances. Much better than whiffing 
the move entirely and leaving you open for a counterattack.

Midscreen V-Trigger Bullhead Extension
It is normally impossible to combo into VT1 or VT2 after a Bullhead midscreen. There 
is one exception: juggling into MP Bullhead after a c.HP. The spacing is very precise, 
so this is best performed in a controlled situation like a Crush Counter punish.

The key to getting this to 
connect is spacing c.HP 
so it hits at the very tip. 
This makes the MP Bull-
head juggle them higher, 
right into the VT flame’s 
vertical hitbox. 



Using V-Trigger 1 Flame Whiffs
The flame hitbox from Birdie’s VT1 activation is fickle, and from certain spacings it will 
never connect after the cancel. It’s your job as the Birdie player to recognize when this 
will happen, and respond appropriately. If the opponent is still sent flying upwards, you 
can almost always followup with LP/EX Bullhead, or CA if they remain close enough 
horizontally. If they don’t pop up high enough in the sky, you’re just out of luck.

In the corner the flame whiff can actually be a benefit.  By not connecting with the 
flame, Birdie is able to retain enough juggle potential to combo into c.HP xx Bullhorn 
after his VT1 activation, giving the combo increased damage and stun. 

c.LP is not special or CA cancellable, but due to its advantage on hit (+5) Birdie actually 
has the ability to link into CA after a counterhit c.LP. This scales the CA pretty heavily, 
and it may not be worth spending the entire EX bar on in most situations, but this is 
still useful in a pinch to reverse momentum or secure a kill.

c.LP Counterhit confirms into CA



LK Revenger Trap Into CA
Using Bull Revenger is a big risk. It is in the air for a long time, can be interrupted 
before it connects, and if jumped usually ends with a massive punish. However, with CA 
on-deck Birdie has a way to punish people who jump back in response to LK Reveng-
er at close range. Birdie’s CA reaches far enough to punish some back jumps after LK 
Revenger recovers, and can sometimes work on neutral jump punishes as well. Adding 
this into your toolbox will make reacting poorly to meterless Revengers much more 
dangerous for your opponent.

Dessert: Tips and Tricks
The PapaGuaty Special: Linking Meaty s.LK into s.MP
s.LK is an important meaty tool for Birdie. It has 3 active frames, is his only move with 
4f startup, and is very + on both hit and block. It’s actually so + on hit that when hit on 
its second or third frames you can link into s.MP without needing a counterhit. That’s 
a pretty big deal, because it dramatically increases your damage and oki from a light 
confirm, and, with a little help from Bullhorn, you can loop this situation repeatedly.

The key here is that s.LK must be manually timed, and you have to react appropriately 
to the different potential wakeup timings opponents can use after the Bullhorn knock-
down. With enough practice you can visually see the s.LK hitting on the later frames, 
making this confirm a little easier to do reliably. 



Optimal Post-Stun Meter Gain
Its a pretty common occurance to stun the opponent right before they are about to be 
KO’d. In a situation like this, where a single touch will end the round, Killing Head is 
your best option. It is the most meter-positive move in Birdie’s arsenal, alongside Bad 
Chain. HP Killing Head does a lot damage, so you will have plenty of opportunities to 
snag the kill after a stun.

Option Selects vs V-Reversals
An Option Select (OS) is a series of inputs that cover multiple possible scenarios, which allows 
the game to default to the preferable option based on the situation at hand. Street Fighter V 
was designed to reduce the impact of OS’s, but a few important ones are still around. Birdie 
has several OS’s designed to beat an opponent’s V-Reversals.

Birdie has a few options to accomplish this goal, but we are going to focus on an OS that 
bakes Throw inputs into a string of 3 light normals that allows for a combo on hit, a throw 
if they choose to V-Reversal the initial attack, and a counterhit confirm if they mash instead. 
Sounds like a recipe for success!

OS Input: c.LP, s.LK xx Throw, s.LP (xx LP Bullhead on hit) 

Let’s look at a visual demonstration:

If the c.LP hits you can combo 
normally

If the c.LP is blocked you are 
prepared for two outcomes

If Necalli mashes a 3f normal after block-
ing c.LP, he will get hit by s.LK and the 

combo can continue unobstructed

If Necalli attempts to V-Reversal the c.LP, the 
input timing means that he will get caught by 
the Throw input performed right after s.LK, 
without the normal itself ever coming out

This OS requires you to be at extreme 
point-blank range, making it most effec-
tive in the corner. But when performed 
you have a very versatile and powerful 
offensive option that limits the defensive 
actions your opponent can take. This is 
only one of several OS options Birdie has 
against V-Reversals, so try to cook up 
your own in the lab!

After this LP Bullhead, you could 
dash up and restart the process with 
a meaty c.LP if Necalli Quick-Rises

This is a regular 3 hit string in the corner, but with a Throw input attached to the s.LK in the 
string. This input must be done very quickly to avoid interrupting the rhythm of the combo. 
If successfully done, the inputs will be timed so that the buttons come out normally on hit or 
block, but a Throw will be performed if the opponent V-Reversals the initial attack.




